2002 dodge stratus rt transmissionengine ford mustang

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Stratus. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission
4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3.
Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel
level warning yes clock yes compass yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes.
Front leg room Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room 34 in. Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place
Ground clearance 5. Drag Coefficient. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the Stratus. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Stratus
Inventory. Sign Up. See Stratus Inventory. If someone offers to sell you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2.
All other available engines are very reliable with no major problems. Even with regular
maintenance, the oil sludge defect eventually destroys the 2. The only true fix we know about is
to put in the larger 3. Also the 2. This issue was never deemed a safety defect by the Feds, so
there was no recall. I know that most on here are complaining about this car, and yes our
transmission has given up the ghost but this car has been a damn good one! It is very
unfortunate that when you buy a car these days you are not necessarily getting what you are
buying. Nevertheless this car has , miles of all kinds of driving and has not been perfect but has
been a great car! The transmission is unfortunately worth more than the car is worth and we are
not sure if we are going to fix or get a new car, I just hope that if we do get a new one that it
holds up as good as this one. I am a die hard Ford Fan and lately have had my fill of Bullshit
that ford has done and would buy another Dodge or Chrysler product but hope that if it truly is a
Dodge that it holds up as good as this car did that they were smart enough to try and rebadge
as their own!!! Thanks for listening and if you do have one of these cars I hope it turns out as
good as ours has! The end of I my car started making an awful noise, I took it to a few different
shops and of course it would not make the noise when someone was listening. I finally figured
out that it only made the noise when the car was in gear. I took it in and had the oil,
transmission, and radiator all changed and flushed, within 2 weeks I was driving on the freeway
and my car would no longer go into gear. The engine was still running and it would rev-up but I
wasn't moving! I had to have it towed to a repair shop, where it was finally decided that the
transmission was shot! My transmission pump had failed causing the entire transmission to be
damaged. Up until the day my car stopped working there was never a warning light or any
codes that came up on diagnostic tests. This ended up costing me more then what the car is
now worth. But I couldn't trade it in because no one wanted to give me any money for a car that
didn't work! I hate my car! First off, the black paint faded pre-maturely. I was driving to the mall
last year when the transmission failed out of the blue. It was slipping a week before and I had
the fluid changed but that still didn't stop the failure. I was without a car for 2 weeks as I had it
replaced with a salvaged part. It seems to be holding up now but I feel it slipping again Once the
car hits K miles it is nothing but problems. There are no words to express my frustration over
this vehicle. I have always been an American car owner and do not intend to trash the whole line
up, like I see others doing, over this foolishness. I had all used cars from 10 to 2 years old when
I bought them - none ever gave me any trouble. But this one? This is my first brand-spanking
new car, bought when it was just 1 month old back in ' But the real kicker?? The transmission
has been giving me trouble for a year engine light coming on and what I thought was the engine
sounding rough were repeatedly misdiagnosed by independent shops. Finally, the thing just
quit working a couple of weeks ago right on I - the car quit shifting - I could not go backwards or
forwards, no gear was usable. I expect cars to have maintenance - but high cost issues when
well cared for are a no-no. I only switched from GM 11 years ago because I could get more bang
for my buck with equivalent Chrysler products. My car, out of nowhere, started jerking when I
accelerated. It then started jerking when I braked. It escalated to the point where I couldn't go
over 20 mph without the car jerking ridiculously and then stalling. So, I put on my hazards forty
minutes away from my house and went 15 mph. The whole way there. And Las Vegas doesn't
exactly have the most sympathetic people. I did some research and concluded that my car
could be fixed with a simple balancing of my tires. I brought my car into Big O Tires and they
balanced my tires. I drove away and made it to 40 mph and celebrated. I brought it back to the
mechanics so they could do a diagnostic. They said the car couldn't even finish up the
diagnostic so it had to be a transmission problem!!! Now I had no warranty on this car
whatsoever but I had gotten the car three days ago. Fu k that. They were taking it back. We had
to cancel all the paperwork, etc. Which is so cute and comforting because if it's so bad then
why didn't they notice that before they sold it to me? The transmission completely went at 60K

miles. The car was well maintained and most of the miles were highway. Yeah, you can get one
cheaper at other shops but no warranty. Besides the tranny I think the injectors were clogged
also, or some fuel system problem. I never had it looked at but it would have caught up with me
eventually. I would suggest to all of you out there that own this vehicle get rid of it as soon a
possible. If you're looking at buying one don't unless it is close to free. I knew this car had
problems but thought I could get another 20K out of it. Beautiful car so far and very solid. I think
it'll last me for awhile. Car has been well taken care of all fluids change regularly Started with a
hard shift and just got worst This is really sorry for dodge Very displeased I am the second
owner of this vehicle. So they tell me I am not covered under the 70, mile powertrain warrenty.
Problem happend to my husbands car 5 months ago. Was covered, but I am not. Diamer
Chrysler no help. Waiting to see what this is going to cost me. Left stranded on the side of the
road in cold rainy weather. Check engine light came on. Months later, the car would not go into
gear. Interesting all these problems. I just want the car back so I can go buy a Toyota. Father
was an employee of Chrysler for over 35 years. What a waste of money. I bought my Stratus in
April and in November I had to replace the transmission. It only had 60k miles on it! I bought my
stratus in April and in November I had to replace the transmission. If that's not enough, last
week march my transmission blew again! I havn't even had the car a year yet! Then the
transmission failed. It took over a week to fix and I had to pay for my own rental car. I am not
sure how long this repair will last. Coming onto a 4 lane divided highway when the transmission
just gave out. No forward or reverse gears. I was the last of five others in our work group to
have this problem. At least the repairs won't be on my dime; the leasing company will take it on
the chin. My brand new car started shifting funny and within 50 miles had completely failed.
Dearly repaired under warranty, but took over 2 weeks to do it. Paid for rental car for one week
since it took so long. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 6 reports replaced transmission 6 reports rebuilt by independent
repair shop 3 reports got rid of it 2 reports new transmission installed by dealer 2 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Stratus problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. The transmission was rebuilt at , miles
and then it failed again at , miles. Search CarComplaints. I have had several problems with this
car. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Turns out not everyone who
wants the visual vim and patriotic panache of an American sports coupe finds it necessary to
personally supervise each and every gear selection by operating that lever located between the
front seats. Although two of the three the Mustang and the Stratus come with manual gearboxes
as standard equipment, most owners prefer to leave the shifting to the car's
engine-transmission management system. But that percentage drops to 33 when base
Mustangs, with V-6 engines, are factored into the equation. And since the Monte Carlo is
automatic only, we specified automatics for all the players. We didn't invite the Stratus-twin
Chrysler Sebring, or the walking-dead Chevy Camaro and Pontiac Firebird, since their contracts
won't be renewed for , and then learned that another apparently eligible contenderâ€”the
two-door version of the Pontiac Grand Prixâ€”had also been consigned to history. The two-door
Grand Prix went out of production in August, and there won't be an equivalent car in the
Excitement Division lineup until the Americanized version of the Holden Monaro makes its
appearance as the GTO. The United States sports-coupe hood count doesn't increase much
even when you throw a lasso around the entire category. And that's the lot. Since we were
insistent about transmission choice, you may wonder why there's a disparity in price and, in
particular, power. Here's the rationale. Since it was possible to have V-8 power and stay within
the pricing parameters, we opted for the GT. The Stratus was shortest on muscleâ€”
horsepower and pound-feet of torque are as good as it getsâ€”but by checking enough options
boxes, we didn't have much trouble getting it into the same price stratum as its cross-town
competitors. And how Ohio is this? The burg's big restaurant closes at 8 p. Nearby, we
encountered some meandering roads in the hilly country west of town that we had not
previously pillaged. Remember Cool Hand Luke? There was that wonderful moment when the
warden Strother Martin returned a battered Luke Paul Newman to the slammer and told the
assembled inmates, "What we have here is a failure to communicate. Chevy advertises "dual
personality," portraying a car that's "classy with a wild streak. Where does the communications
failure reside? Probably at our end, because try as we may, we find it impossible to embrace the
notion that this car can satisfy the inner racer. Yes, tops in this group. No question, arguably
the best in this threesome. But sporty? This car is as frisky and fun-loving as an Arthur
Andersen accountant. This is one of the best front-wheel-drive platforms in GM's passenger-car
inventory. Overall chassis rigidity is high, and we were also impressed by the fine quality of

assembly fit and finish. Chassis rigidity is a key component in good handling, but Chevy seems
unwilling to take any chances in this realm. Even with the heavier anti-roll bars and bigger tires
on the SS version, the Monte's all-strut suspension is conservatively tuned to deliver smooth
ride quality on most surfaces, plus the predictability of progressive understeer. Add steering
that substitutes effort for feel, and you have a device that makes back-road driving more chore
than pleasure. The powertrain in the SS consists of GM's deathless 3. We called the old "solid,
pleasantly torquey, and nearly bulletproof" in our September road test of the Monte, and that
opinion holds today. But it's no JATO unit. Despite its advantage in torque, the SS edged the
Stratus by a mere 0. Why Chevrolet doesn't offer the supercharged version of the V-6 mystifies
us, but we attribute this sluggishness to mass: at pounds, the Monte was this test's fat guy. It
was also the biggest. Although the Mustang is a bit wider, the Monte Carlo is distinctly longer
and taller than its rivals, with a much longer wheelbase. Thus, it's not too surprising that the
Monte also delivered by far the roomiest cabin, with a back seat that can accommodate three
adults in something closely resembling comfort. We were also impressed with the ergonomics,
particularly the dash-mounted ignition switch, the sound system, and even the roomy
leather-clad seating, although all hands wished for more lateral support. But it's really selling
comfort and style, not sportiness. Here's a face that is nothing if not familiar. Although its
visage was modestly revitalized for the model year, the Mustang looks pretty much as it has
since its makeover. Nine years is a long time for a design to endure, but it's a mere eye blink
compared with the age of what lies beneath. Although subjected to numerous surgical
procedures conceived to stiffen its spine and thus keep old age at bay, the bones of Ford's
pony car date more or less directly to the Fairmont sedan, circa That's the automotive
equivalent of the Lascaux cave paintings, and even though the chassis guys have managed to
keep this survivor spry, the ancient underpinnings show to disadvantage within, where space
and layout are defined and limited by the relatively short wheelbase and live axle. Ford's interior
design crew did a nice job of blending now with then i. We never quite got comfortable in the
Mustang, and the seats drew some caustic comments: "Like padded lawn chairs," wrote one
tester. That's an exaggeration, but it's fair to say the limited lateral support is disappointing in a
car wearing GT badges. So was the relatively high seating position, undoubtedly designed to
compensate for the high cowl. The rear seat is restrictive to the point of torment; two adults can
be wedged in there for short hauls, longer if they happen to be adults you dislike. And there's
nothing new to say about the Mustang's exterior. You either like those chunky, muscular lines,
or you don'tâ€”our crew varies on that subject, but we're unanimous in our opinion of the fake
hood and side scoops: Oh, puh-leeze. Dated though it is, with its live-axle rear suspension, the
Mustang drew acceptable marks on the dynamic side of the ledger. There was some logbook
carping about stiff ride quality and road noise transmitted through the suspensionâ€”a function,
we suspect, of bushings with pretty stern durometersâ€”but the Mustang's cornering attitudes
were the least nautical, its steering was both quick and tactile, and its braking performance feet
from 70 mph, with limited fade was the best of this bunch, but unremarkable versus all sports
coupes. The element that really kept the Mustang out of the cellar was located just under its
ductless hood scoopâ€”that "throaty V-8" so loved by William Clay Ford Jr. There was some
unhappiness with the action of the four-speed automatic transmissionâ€”"Feels confused," said
one tester, "jerky upshifts, delayed downshifts"â€”but even so it motored merrily away from its
rivals in almost all acceleration categories: 6. They're best in this test. Still, it's clear that this
first and last of the pony cars is overdue for the major overhaul that's coming for If we were in
the market for a Mustang, we'd wait. Dodge updated its two-door for the model year, a process
that included a name changeâ€”from Avenger to Stratusâ€”and offered two new engine
choices. The engine, as well as much of the chassis, is from Mitsubishi , and it's shared with the
Eclipse sports coupe. It's a far more salubrious propulsion system than the previous V-6, a
rather asthmatic 2. Still, it damped the Dodge's dash to 60 mphâ€”8. Although its zero-tomph
timeâ€” It also gave a good account of itself in passing performance with the quickest timeâ€”5.
And it sounded sweet at any speed. Where the Stratus surprised us most was on the byways of
the Ohio outback. Given its excellent ride quality, we anticipated more rock and roll in the
hinterlands, but the reality was otherwise. Inevitably, there was body roll, plus some
up-and-down suspension motion, but it's well-controlled. Although we'd prefer a little less
power assist, the steering is precise, and the car turns in decisively and changes direction
briskly. It doesn't take a very keen eye to see that the Stratus is the cosmetic pacesetter in this
troika. The rakish lines that make the Dodge Intrepid so sexy look just as seductive on a smaller
scale, if not more so. Moreover, it's a shape that makes its two opponents look dated and
dowdy. For all its eye appeal, though, the elements that make the Stratus so strikingâ€”the
steeply raked windshield and even steeper rear windowâ€”create some irritating side effects
inside the car. Accommodating the windshield angle, for example, required a long upper

dashboard, which negates, to some degree, the advantage of the car's low cowl. Forward
sightlines are compromised. Looking aft, the rear parcel shelf slopes sharply upward to meet
the backlight, requiring constant fiddling with the rearview mirror to avoid seeing a reflection of
the shelf and its three inset vents. There were those who were a little uneasy with the various
fighter-plane visual cues that busied the dashboard, smacking, as they did, of creeping
Pontiacism. But the many plastics had a quality look, the gray leather upholstery was creamy,
and if the
honda odyssey tail light replacement
2007 ford five hundred repair manual
2006 subaru outback cabin air filter
front seats were a bit deficient in lateral support on the back roads, they were long-haul
comfortable. Long-haul comfort doesn't quite extend to the rear-seat space, but two can ride
back there for short hauls without cramping major muscle groups, and it's possible to squeeze
in three without resorting to Mazola. Add comfort, athleticism, and best-in-test good looks, and
you have a winning recipeâ€”at least in this all-Motor City cook-off. How the Stratus would fare
versus out-of-town competitors is a story for another day. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. From the
September issue of Car and Driver. Would power prevail over sophistication and style? Only
one way to find out. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Comparison Test.

